Text S3

Using simulation to demonstrate effect of clustering variants on power

The simulation aimed to show that, in the absence of informative weight, we may improve power by clustering variants in high LD with each other. For convenience of investigation, we simulated one chromosome of 500 Kb length, which carried only one causal variant. The causal variant’s MAF was between 4% to 5% and GRR was 3. The procedure was repeated 200 times and in each replication we required the causal variant be in high LD with at least one other variant; by high LD we meant \( r^2 \geq 0.7 \). We used a software called CLUSTAG [4] to perform clustering among variants, with \( r^2 \) cut off being 0.7. For each cluster, its tag SNP was chosen by the minimax algorithm implemented in CLUSTAG. Then we fit a Bayesian liability regression model with ‘no weight’ on all tag SNPs and followed the same significance test procedure as in the main analyses. Power in this case was assessed with respect to the ‘causal cluster’, the cluster of which the casual variant is a member.